Abstract-In this letter, we describe and develop edge-based and node-based formulations for combined-cycle units (CCUs) with different levels of accuracy in respect of the physical constraints of each turbine, from no requirement to partially and fully respecting all physical constraints, including min-up/-down time, capacity, and ramping constraints. We develop corresponding models for independent system operators (ISOs) and vertically integrated utilities (VIUs), respectively. These models demonstrate complexity in terms of the size of decision variables and show the tradeoff between accuracy and computational complexity. To the best of our knowledge, this letter provides one of the first models that can capture both configuration transition restrictions and all the physical constraints of each turbine within CCUs, for both ISOs and VIUs.
I. INTRODUCTION
R ECENTLY, the number of combined-cycle units (CCUs), including combustion turbines (CTs) and steam turbines (STs), in the power industry has been steadily increasing due to their flexibility, high efficiency, and fewer emissions. However, due to their complexity, the modeling approach for CCUs is much more challenging than that for traditional thermal units. Configuration-based [1] , [2] and component-based [3] models have been proposed, where the former aim to reduce the computational complexity by considering each configuration as a pseudo unit without considering the physical constraints of each turbine, and the latter aim to precisely model the physical constraints of each turbine without considering the configurationbased offer-bidding process for ISOs. In practice, both aspects are important because 1) the physical constraints of each turbine ensure the operational feasibility of each turbine and 2) transition relationships among the configurations provide restrictions among turbines and offers submitted to ISOs are configuration based. To integrate these two aspects, an initial attempt to build the configuration-based model while satisfying the minup/-down time restrictions of each turbine in CCUs was pro- posed in [4] . However, the model described in [4] is still an approximation because ramping constraints for each turbine are not considered, and the edge-based binary decision variables are less intuitive. In this paper, we develop exact models that take into account both the configuration aspects and the restrictions of each turbine to accommodate the configuration-based offer-bidding process for ISOs while ensuring the feasibility of operating the CCUs. Besides edge-based models, we also develop node-based models. Furthermore, we customize our edgebased and node-based models for ISOs and VIUs, respectively, accommodating their corresponding objectives.
II. CONSTRAINTS FOR CONFIGURATIONS USING EDGE-BASED BINARY DECISION VARIABLES
Since restrictions among configurations are not only useful for the configuration-based models, but also useful to set up constraints for the relationships of turbines within CCUs, most of the constraints for configurations will be used for models designed for both ISOs and VIUs. The transition relationships used to generate the constraints are shown in Fig. 1 , denoted as G = (C, A), where the node set C represents the configurations and the edge set A represents the transitions among and within configurations (nodes) (e.g., 2 CTs and 1 ST) [4] .
For notation convenience, we first define U, U CT , U ST as the set of all turbines, CTs, and STs, respectively, with U = U CT ∪ U ST . We also define C See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
(shuts down). By letting decision variable z a t for each a ∈ A, to represent if edge a is activated at the beginning of time period t [4] , the relationship constraints can be described as follows:
where constraints (1) indicate that only one edge is active at each time t and the flow balance for the edges in the graph, constraints (2) If the min-up (defined as T mu i ) and min-down (defined as T md i ) rates for each turbine are given, then better minimum-stay constraints can be described as shown below [4] :
III. CONSTRAINTS FOR CONFIGURATIONS USING NODE-BASED BINARY DECISION VARIABLES
In this part, we present the same relationship among configurations as described in Section II by using decision variables only corresponding to each node, instead of each edge. In this model, we use decision variables z m t (binary) and p m t to represent if the system is in node m (e.g., z m t = 1) and the corresponding generation amount at time period t, C(m) to represent the set of nodes for which node m can transition to (including itself), C(m) to represent the set of nodes for which node m can be transitioned from (including itself), and RU nm (RD nm ) represent the ramp-up (ramp-down) rate from nodes n to m. The details are described as follows:
where constraints (8) indicate that at each time t, the system can only stay at one particular node and the logic restrictions to show the transition among nodes, constraints (9) Similarly, if the min-up and min-down rates for each turbine are given, then better minimum-stay constraints can be described as follows by introducing binary variable v i t to indicate if turbine i turns on at time t: 
V. MODELS
We discuss edge-based and node-based models, which can be equivalently deployed, for ISOs and VIUs, respectively. 
